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La tragedia sulla scena
1997

cover half title title page copyright page dedication contents acknowledgments introduction women rhetoric
and drama in early modern italy part i women as protagonists in male authored drama comedy and tragedy 1
fathers daughters crossdressing and names women rhetoric and education in commedia erudita coda
margherita costa s li buffoni 1641 the first extant female authored scripted comedy 2 fashioning a genealogy
the rhetoric of friendship and female virtue in italian renaissance tragedy coda valeria miani s celinda 1611
among fin de siècle italian tragedies part ii women as authors women as protagonists pastoral tragicomedy 3
women writers and the canon satyr scenes and female authored pastoral drama 4 isabetta coreglia s dori 1634
writing pastoral drama against the backdrop of the male canon and an incipient female authored tradition 5
isabetta coreglia s erindo il fido 1650 and isabella andreini s mirtilla 1588 using a female authored classic as
paradigm appendix bibliography index

Sulle orme dell'antico
1991-01-01

this book is an enquiry into memory in the western world specifically memory is the framework of culture
because it links the present to the past or tradition and projects it into the future for this reason any work
focusing on memory involves a double challenge 1 to reveal the origin of concepts and 2 to glimpse the course
of thoughts this is the case of the present volume in which the authors make several tastings of europe s
intellectual heritage by taking into account both the greek origin of this legacy and its relevance for
understanding the european philosophical heritage in particular these papers focus on the aristotelian
tradition the true keystone of europe and on other currents of thought that have also played an essential role
in the intellectual evolution of the old continent in the latter field there are contributions for instance on
philosophical religious traditions such as orphism or on certain fundamental aspects of neoplatonism both in
the classical world and in christian authors the volume concludes with various works on the survival of these
intellectual trends from the renaissance to the present day consequently this work offers the opportunity to
delve deeper into some of the aspects that define western civilisation observed both from its origin and its
evolution over the centuries the volume contains papers in spanish portuguese italian and english este libro es
una indagación en la memoria del mundo occidental específicamente la memoria es el armazón de la cultura
porque liga el presente al pasado o tradición y lo proyecta al futuro por ello toda obra centrada en la memoria
entraña un doble reto 1 revelar el origen de los conceptos y 2 atisbar el rumbo de los pensamientos este es el
caso del presente volumen en el que realizan diversas catas en el patrimonio intelectual europeo lo hace
teniendo en cuenta tanto el origen griego de ese legado como su relevancia para comprender el acervo
filosófico europeo en concreto se centra en la tradición aristótelica verdadera clave de bóveda de europa y en
otras corrientes de pensamiento que también han jugado un papel esencial en la evolución intelectual del viejo
continente en éste último ámbito hay contribuciones por ejemplo sobre tradiciones filosófico religiosas como el
orfismo o sobre determinados aspectos fundamentales del neoplatonismo en el mundo clásico y en autores
cristianos concluye el volumen con diversos trabajos sobre la pervivencia de esas tendencias intelectuales
desde el renacimiento hasta nuestros días en consecuencia esta obra ofrece la oportunidad de profundizar en
algunos aspectos que definen nuestra civilización observados tanto desde su origen como desde su evolución a
lo largo de los siglos

La tragedia italiana del Cinquecento
1904

al contrario di quanto avviene solitamente nei romanzi del genere noir gli eroi in questo libro di delitti e
misteri agiscono alla luce del luminoso sole di grecia storie del tutto imprevedibili che avvengono ora nella
casa accanto ora nelle bianche isole greche o talvolta nelle azzurre profondit del mare tra i misteri e i codici
del teatro antico o sul sedile di una rossa ferrari alla fine matura sempre un atroce delitto lassassino sa il
perch la signora gilda si impossessa della casa degli oleandri nassos rincorre lauto rossa delle donne di
facebook davanti al faro dellisola di paros sotto locchio della telecamera della cnn avviene la scoperta di un
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singolare delitto oreste nellantico teatro di epidauro indaga i misteri di asclepio e trova la sua elena un rasta
va alla ricerca dei segreti della sirena tra le rocce della fortezza veneziana di monenvassia il marinaio mimis
decide di porre fine allangoscia che gli procurano i sofismi del maestro uninnocua amicizia entra nella vita di
un marito geloso visita il sito libro thekillerknowswhy com

Il mito sulla scena
2003

the origins of satyr drama and particularly the reliability of the account in aristotle remains contested and
several of this volume s contributions try to make sense of the early relationship of satyr drama to dithyramb
and attempt to place satyr drama in the pre classical performance space and traditions what is not contested is
the relationship of satyr drama to tragedy as a required cap to the attic trilogy here however how aeschylus
sophocles and euripides to whom one complete play and the preponderance of the surviving fragments belong
envisioned the relationship of satyr drama to tragedy in plot structure setting stage action and language is a
complex subject tackled by several contributors the playful satyr chorus and the drunken senility of silenos
have always suggested some links to comedy and later to atellan farce and phlyax those links are best
examined through language passages in later greek and roman writers and in art the purpose of this volume is
probe as many themes and connections of satyr drama with other literary genres as well as other art forms
putting satyr drama on stage from the sixth century bc through the second century ad the editors and
contributors suggest solutions to some of the controversies but the volume shows as much that the field of
study is vibrant and deserves fuller attention

Sofocle e la tragedia greca
1875

in teatro si può sorridere anche piangendo e chi ha il coraggio di ridere è padrone del mondo leopardi l
accostamento ironico grottesco vuole essere una libera e pittoresca manipolazione della nostra quotidianità
rispetto agli eventi tragici che i nostri grandi autori accomunati in quest opera hanno tramandato ai posteri
per sentirli piangere per vederli sorridere

Giambattista Giraldi e la tragedia italiana nel sec. XVI.
1890

why do actors get stage fright what is so embarrassing about joining in why not work with animals and
children and why is it so hard not to collapse into helpless laughter when things go wrong in trying to answer
these questions usually ignored by theatre scholarship but of enduring interest to theatre professionals and
audiences alike nicholas ridout attempts to explain the relationship between these apparently unwanted and
anomalous phenomena and the wider social and political meanings of the modern theatre this book focuses on
the theatrical encounter those events in which actor and audience come face to face in a strangely
compromised and alienated intimacy arguing that the modern theatre has become a place where we entertain
ourselves by experimenting with our feelings about work social relations and about feelings themselves

Women, Rhetoric, and Drama in Early Modern Italy
2017-07-06

the aim of this book is to explore the definition s of theatre and metatheatre that scholars use when studying
the ancient greek world although in modern languages their meaning is mostly straightforward both concepts
become problematical when applied to ancient reality in fact theatre as well as metatheatre are used in many
different sometimes even contradictory ways by modern scholars through a series of papers examining
questions related to ancient greek theatre and dramatic performances of various genres the use of those two
terms is problematized and put into question must ancient greek theatre be reduced to what was performed in
proper theatre buildings and is everything was performed within such buildings to be considered as theatre
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how does the definition of what is considered as theatre evolve from one period to the other as for metatheatre
the discussion revolves around the interaction between reality and fiction in dramatic pieces of all genres the
various definitions of metatheatre are also explored and explicited by the papers gathered in this volume as
well as the question of the distinction between paratheatre understood as paratragedy comedy and
metatheatre readers will be encouraged by the diversity of approaches presented in this book to re think their
own understanding and use of theatre and metatheatre when examining ancient greek reality

Overarching Greek Trends in European Philosophy
2021-08-16

ever since aristotle opened the discussion on the role of the chorus in greek tragedy theories of the chorus
have continued to proliferate and provoke debate to this day the tragic chorus had its own story to tell it was a
collective identity speaking within and to a collective citizen body acting as an instrument through which
stories of other times and places were dramatized into resonant heroic narratives for contemporary athens by
including detailed case studies of three different tragedies one each by aeschylus euripides and sophocles
claude calame s seminal study not only re examines the role of the chorus in greek tragedy but pushes beyond
this to argue for the polyphony of choral performance here he explores the fundamentally choral nature of the
genre and its deep connection to the cultic and ritual contexts in which tragedy was performed

L'assassino Sa Il Perché
2011-07-19

this 2003 book is a full length study of octauia the only complete roman drama of an historical subject or
fabula praetexta the play deals with nero s divorce from the princess octavia claudius daughter by valeria
messalina and with his subsequent marriage to poppaea sabina professor ferri presents a critical edition of the
text based on a fresh re examination of the relevant manuscripts and provides a full discussion of textual
issues in the introduction he argues that the play wrongly ascribed to seneca in our mss was composed in the
late flavian period and that the author relied on pre existing historical accounts written after the death of nero
he also discusses in detail the style and language of the play strongly influenced by senecan tragedy its
relationship to the other plays of the senecan corpus and particularly to hercules oetaeus its stagecraft and
post classical dramatic conventions and the author s political position

Della ragion poetica libri due e della tragedia libro uno di
Vincenzo Gravina giurisconsulto
1731

this volume introduces civic shakespeare as a new and complex category entailing the dynamic relation
between the individual and the community on issues of authority liberty and cultural production it investigates
civic shakespeare through romeo and juliet as a case study for an interrogation of the limits and possibilities of
theatre and the idea of the civic the play s focus on civil strife political challenge and the rise of a new
conception of the individual within society makes it an ideal site to examine how early modern civic topics
were received and reconfigured on stage and how the play has triggered ever new interpretations and civic
performances over time the essays focus on the way the play reflects civic life through the dramatization of
issues of crisis and reconciliation when private and public spaces are brought to conflict but also concentrate
on the way the play has subsequently entered the public space of civic life set within the fertile context of
performance studies and inspired by philosophical and sociological approaches this book helps clarify the role
of theatre within civic space while questioning the relation between citizens as spectators and the community
the wide ranging chapters cover problems of civil interaction and their onstage representation dealing with
urban and household spaces the boundaries of social relations and legal economic political and religious
regulation and the public dimension of memory and celebration this volume articulates civic romeo and juliet
from the sources of genre to contemporary multicultural performances in political contact zones and civic
shakespaces exploring the bard and this play within the context of communal practices and their relations with
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institutions and civic interests

Reconstructing Satyr Drama
2021-07-05

this multiauthored volume as well as bringing into clearer focus the notion of drama and oratory as important
media of public inquiry and critique aims to generate significant attention to the unified intentions of the
dramatist and the orator to establish favourable conditions of internal stability in democratic athens we hope
that readers both enjoy and find valuable their engagement with these ideas and beliefs regarding the
indissoluble bond between oratorical expertise and dramatic artistry this exciting collection of studies by
worldwide acclaimed classicists and acute younger hellenists is envisaged as part of the general effort almost
unanimously acknowledged as valid and productive to explore the impact of formalized speech in particular
and craftsmanship rhetoric in general upon attic drama as a moral and educational force in the athenian city
state both poet and orator seek to deepen the central tensions of their work and to enlarge the main themes of
their texts to even broader terms by investing in the art of rhetoric whilst at the same time through a skillful
handling of events evaluating the past and establishing standards or ideology

L'IRONIA E LA TRAGEDIA - Vittime ed eroi di ogni tempo
2014-10-05

there have been extraordinary developments in the field of neuroscience in recent years sparking a number of
discussions within the legal field this book studies the various interactions between neuroscience and the
world of law and explores how neuroscientific findings could affect some fundamental legal categories and
how the law should be implemented in such cases the book is divided into three main parts starting with a
general overview of the convergence of neuroscience and law the first part outlines the importance of their
continuous interaction the challenges that neuroscience poses for the concepts of free will and responsibility
and the peculiar characteristics of a new cognitive liberty in turn the second part addresses the phenomenon
of cognitive and moral enhancement as well as the uses of neurotechnology and their impacts on health self
determination and the concept of being human the third and last part investigates the use of neuroscientific
findings in both criminal and civil cases and seeks to determine whether they can provide valuable evidence
and facilitate the assessment of personal responsibility helping to resolve cases the book is the result of an
interdisciplinary dialogue involving jurists philosophers neuroscientists forensic medicine specialists and
scholars in the humanities further it is intended for a broad readership interested in understanding the
impacts of scientific and technological developments on people s lives and on our social systems

Stage Fright, Animals, and Other Theatrical Problems
2006-08-17

experience narrative and criticism in ancient greece pursues a new approach to ancient greek narrative
beyond the taxonomies of structuralist narratologies focusing on the phenomenal and experiential dimension
of our response to narrative it triangulates ancient narrative with ancient criticism and cognitive approaches
opening up new vistas within the study of classical literature while ably deploying the ancient material to
demonstrate the value of a historical perspective for cognitive studies concepts such as immersion and
embodiment help to establish a more comprehensive understanding of ancient narrative and ancient reading
habits as manifested in greek criticism and rhetorical theory the thirteen chapters presented here tackle a
broad range of narrative genres broadly understood besides epic historiography and the novel tragedy and
early christian texts are also considered alongside non literary media such as dance and sculpture authored by
international specialists in the language literature and culture of ancient greece each chapter utilizes a rich
set of theoretical and methodological tools drawn from cognitive studies phenomenology and linguistics that
place them at the vanguard of a strong new current in classical scholarship and literary criticism more
generally
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Theatre and Metatheatre
2021-11-22

the blackwell companion to greek tragedy provides readers with a fundamental grounding in greek tragedy
and also introduces them to the various methodologies and the lively critical dialogue that characterize the
study of greek tragedy today comprises 31 original essays by an international cast of contributors including up
and coming as well as distinguished senior scholars pays attention to socio political textual and performance
aspects of greek tragedy all ancient greek is transliterated and translated and technical terms are explained as
they appear includes suggestions for further reading at the end of each chapter and a generous and
informative combined bibliography

Choral Tragedy
2024-05-02

this volume explores how the choruses of greek tragedy creatively combined media and discourses to generate
their own specific forms of meaning the contributors analyse choruses as fictional religious and civic
performers as combinations of text song and dance and as objects of reflection in themselves in relation and
contrast to the choruses of comedy and melic poetry drawing on earlier analyses of the social context of greek
drama the non textual dimensions of tragedy and the relations between dramatic and melic choruses the
chapters explore the uses of various analytic tools in allowing us better to capture the specificity of the tragic
chorus special attention is given to the physicality of choral dancing musical interactions between choruses
and actors the trajectories of reception and the treatment of time and space in the odes

Octavia
2003-12-18

this volume takes a new approach to roman drama by looking at comic and tragic plays from the republican
and imperial periods in context by presenting a number of case studies and considerations of wider issues the
33 international contributors explore the role of roman drama in contexts such as the literary tradition the
relationship to works in other literary genres the historical and social situation or the intellectual background

Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, and Civic Life
2015-09-16

brill s companion to euripides as well as presenting a comprehensive and authoritative guide to understanding
euripides and his masterworks provides scholars and students with compelling fresh perspectives upon a
broad range of issues in the field of euripidean studies

Poet and Orator
2019-04-01

this book is about the representation of gods both as characters and as a subject for discourse in two tragedies
by euripides heracles and hippolytus its goal is to establish a framework for the reading of greek tragedy and
for the analysis of the various ways in which the gods of the greek religion appear in tragic drama and to apply
it to the aforementioned plays in this work we contend that such a framework should transcend the usual
dichotomy made between a religious and a non religious reading of greek tragedy and more specifically of
euripidean tragedy this dichotomy contains in itself a cultural assumption that is the possibility of establishing
a clear cut distinction between a domain of religious discourse and an autonomous profane sphere in which
the representations of gods would assume a different value and meaning there is nothing in the discursive
structures of classical greece that allows us to posit something of the kind the elements that appear to us as
questioning the traditional representations of gods in greek tragedy can be seen from this perspective
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Neuroscience and Law
2020-06-01

Συναγωνίζεσθαι the ancient greek verb chosen as the title of this volume belongs to the jargon of dramaturgy
as employed by aristotle inpoetics where he emphasizes the function of the chorus as an active co protagonist
in the dynamics of drama here it suggests the collaborative nature of this festschrift offered to guido avezzù in
the year of his retirement by friends and colleagues the volume collects a wide selection of contributions by
international scholars grouped into four sections greek tragedy part 1 greek comedy part 2 reception part 3
and theatre and beyond part 4 the authors a andrisano p angeli bernardini a bagordo a bierl s bigliazzi m g
bonanno s brunetti d cairns g cerri v citti a t cozzoli f dall olio m di marco m duranti s fornaro a grilli s
halliwell e m harris o imperio p judet de la combe w lapini v liapis l lomiento f lupi a markantonatos g
mastromarco e medda f montana f montanari c neri e nicholson r nicolai h notsu g paduano n pasqualicchio m
p pattoni a provenza j redondo a scafuro s l schein a sidiropoulou r tosi p totaro m treu m tulli g ugolini p volpe
m zanolla

Experience, Narrative, and Criticism in Ancient Greece
2020-01-15

alzira is the seventh work and the sixth opera to be published in the critical edition of the works of giuseppe
verdi composed during the middle of the very productive period of verdi s first large scale successes alzira
premiered at naples on august 12 1845 cammarano s libretto is based on a play of voltaire who used a real
incident in sixteenth century peru during the spanish conquest to shape a critique of the morality of the noble
savage as against christian values the inherent conflicts and exotic setting appealed to verdi s dramatic sense
and in its best moments the music of alzira fully realizes his potential as a masterful composer for the theater
because the success of the premiere was not repeated alzira fell out of the repertory and no orchestral score
was ever published the critical edition based on verdi s autograph score and important secondary sources
provides the first reliable full score of the work it is complemented by an introduction tracing the opera s
genesis sources and performance history and practices together with the detailed critical commentary
discussing problems and ambiguities in the sources the edition provides scholars and performers alike with
unequalled means for interpretation and study of this poorly known work

A Companion to Greek Tragedy
2008-04-15

chance in addition to the unavoidable ambiguity caused by time is one of the main guilty parties in the
transmission of ancient texts or lack thereof however the same cannot be said for what concerns the
mechanisms of selection and loss of historical and literary memory where the voluntary awareness of
obscuring is often part of a precise aim thus leading the cultural memory of a literate society to become
fragmented the present volume explores the devices and criteria of selection and loss in ancient and medieval
texts and the subsequent fragmentation of such literature but it also addresses the questions of the damnatio
memoriae of literary strategies such as reticence and omission as well as of known texts deemed lost but re
found thanks to state of the art methods in digitization the many and diverse nuances of the concepts of
omission selection and loss throughout ancient and medieval literature and history are illustrated through a
number of case studies in the four sections of this volume each examining a different facet of the topic
mechanisms and criteria of textual loss and selection lost texts re discovered voluntary omissions and desire
for oblivion and re working the known

Quanto abbia contribuito Scipione Maffei a ristorare la tragedia
presso gli Italiani
1880
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per la prima volta in italia un volume interamente dedicato alla letteratura azerbaigiana moderna e
contemporanea l illustre accademico e letterato azerbaigiano isa habibbeyli presenta al lettore le biografie e le
opere degli scrittori poeti critici e studiosi azerbaigiani del novecento offrendo una panoramica ampia e
particolareggiata dell intensa produzione culturale del paese il libro pubblicato in azerbaigian dall accademia
nazionale delle scienze è di sicuro interesse per filologi e studiosi delle lingue e letterature orientali ma anche
per gli appassionati del paese caucasico e della sua cultura presenti nel libro ganizada narimanov akhundov
efendiyev zardabi musabeyov sanili mammadguluzadeh sabir achverdov ordubadi hajibeyov shahtakhtinski
mammadzadeh gamgjusar chamanzaminli sultanov nemanzadeh muznib shabestarti abbaszade zeynalabdin
hadi cavid huseynzade sahhat shaig kocharli ağayev sur rasulzade hüseyn

Choral Mediations in Greek Tragedy
2013-10-17

this handbook offers both students and teachers of ancient greek religion a comprehensive overview of the
current state of scholarship in the subject from the archaic to the hellenistic periods it not only presents key
information but also explores the ways in which such information is gathered and the different approaches
that have shaped the area in doing so the volume provides a crucial research and orientation tool for students
of the ancient world and also makes a vital contribution to the key debates surrounding the conceptualization
of ancient greek religion the handbook s initial chapters lay out the key dimensions of ancient greek religion
approaches to evidence and the representations of myths the following chapters discuss the continuities and
differences between religious practices in different cultures including egypt the near east the black sea and
bactria and india the range of contributions emphasizes the diversity of relationships between mortals and the
supernatural in all their manifestations across between and beyond ancient greek cultures and draws attention
to religious activities as dynamic highlighting how they changed over time place and context

Roman Drama and its Contexts
2016-03-21

this is the first book to approach the visuality of ancient greek drama through the lens of theater
phenomenology gathering evidence from tragedy comedy satyr play and vase painting naomi weiss argues that
from its very beginnings greek theater in the fifth century bce was understood as a complex interplay of
actuality and virtuality classical drama frequently exposes and interrogates potential viewing experiences
within the theatron literally the place for seeing weiss shows how in so doing it demands distinctive modes of
engagement from its audiences examining plays and pottery with attention to the instability and ambiguity
inherent in visual perception seeing theater provides an entirely new model for understanding this ancient art
form

Brill's Companion to Euripides (2 vols)
2020-08-31

a new interpretation of a greek tragedy on the fall of troy do violence war and slavery make people less human

Arsace; tragedia. Ital. & Eng
1712

this book looks at witnesses to suffering and death in ancient greek epic homer s iliad and tragedy internal
spectators abound in both genres and have received due scholarly attention the present monograph covers
new ground by dealing with a specific subset of characters those who are put in the position of spectator to
and often commentator on their own deed s by their very nature protagonists are confined to the role of
witness to the suffering or deaths they have caused only for brief stretches of time often a single scene or even
just the length of a speech but every instance is of central importance not just to our understanding of the
characters in question but also to the articulation of fundamental themes within the poetic works under
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examination as they shift from the status of agent to that of witness these protagonists qua spectators to the
consequences of their actions give voice to dramatize and enact the tragic motifs of human helplessness and
mortal fallibility that lie at the core of homeric epic and greek tragedy and that define the human condition in
a manner that leads the audience looking on to ponder their own

Gods in Euripides
2015-11-25

the cray research mpp fortran programming model resource optimisation via structured parallel programming
synaps 3 an extension of c for scientific computations the pyramid programming system intelligent algorithm
decomposition for parallelism with alfer symbolic array data flow analysis and pattern recognition in numerical
codes a gui for parallel code generation formal techniques based on nets object orientation and reusability for
rapid prototyping of complex systems adaptor a transformation tool for hpf programs a parallel framework for
unstructured grid solvers a study of software development for high performance computing parallel
computational frames an approach to parallel application development based on message passing systems a
knowledge based scientific parallel programming environment parallel distributed algorithm design through
specification transformation the asynchronous vision system steps towards reusability and portability in
parallel programming an environment for portable distributed memory parallel programming reuse portability
and parallel libraries assessing the usability of parallel programming systems the cowichan problems
experimentally assessing the usability of parallel programming systems experiences with parallel
programming tools the mpi message passing interface standard an efficient implementation of mpi post a new
postal delivery model asynchronous backtrackable communications in the sloop object oriented language a
parallel i o system for high performance distributed computing language and compiler support for parallel i o
locality in scheduling models of parallel computation a load balancing algorithm for massively parallel systems
static performance prediction in pcase a programming environment for parallel supercomputers a
performance tool for high level parallel programming languages implementation of a scalable trace analysis
tool the design of a tool for parallel program performance analysis and tuning the mpp apprentice
performance tool delivering the performance of the cray t3d optimized record replay mechanism for rpc based
parallel programming abstract debugging of distributed applications design of a parallel object oriented linear
algebra library a library for coarse grain macro pipelining in distributed memory architectures an improved
massively parallel implementation of colored petri net specifications a tool for parallel system configuration
and program mapping based on genetic algorithms emulating a paragon xp s on a network of workstations
evaluating vliw in the large implementing a n mixed memory model on a distributed memory system working
group report reducing the complexity of parallel software development working group report usability of
parallel programming system working group report skeletons templates

Συναγωνίζεσθαι: Studies in Honour of Guido Avezzù. Vol. 1.2
2018-12-20

the greek playwright aristophanes active 427 386 bce is often portrayed as the poet who brought stability
discipline and sophistication to the rowdy theatrical genre of old comedy in this groundbreaking book situated
within the affective turn in the humanities mario telò explores a vital yet understudied question how did this
view of aristophanes arise and why did his popularity eventually eclipse that of his rivals telò boldly traces
aristophanes s rise ironically to the defeat of his play clouds at the great dionysia of 423 bce close readings of
his revised clouds and other works such as wasps uncover references to the earlier clouds presented by
aristophanes as his failed attempt to heal the audience who are reflected in the plays as a kind of dysfunctional
father in this proto canonical narrative of failure grounded in the distinctive feelings of different comic modes
aristophanic comedy becomes cast as a prestigious object a soft protective cloak meant to shield viewers from
the debilitating effects of competitors comedies and restore a sense of paternal responsibility and authority
associations between afflicted fathers and healing sons between audience and poet are shown to be at the
center of the discourse that has shaped aristophanes s canonical dominance ever since
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Alzira
1995-05

Rapida... semplice... tetra e feroce
2004

Fragmented Memory
2022-02-21

LA LETTERATURA AZERBAIGIANA DI INIZIO NOVECENTO
1860

ENCICLOPEDIA ECONOMICA ACCOMODATA ALL' INTELLIGENZA
2015

The Oxford Handbook of Ancient Greek Religion
2023-05-16

Seeing Theater
2018-01-11

Euripides: Hecuba
2016-03-07

From Agent to Spectator
1994

Programming Environments for Massively Parallel Distributed
Systems
2016-04-18

Aristophanes & the Cloak of Comedy
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